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Students dance for free
SG foots $31500 bill for Coca-Cola dance party
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

the fact that many students
cannot afford a $5 admission
fee .
Finally the bill stated thatit
should be the aim of both the
Student Center and Student
Government to serve all students.
In order for the admission
fee to be revoked, student center programmers Vic Collazo
and Kirn Cole re-negotiated
the contract with Coca-Cola
U.S:A., sponsors of Club CocaCola.
·
Through negotiations Collazo and Cole received a flat
rate.fee from Coca-Cola U.S.A.
· The new contract called for
$3,500 to pay for the Club
Coca-Cola.performance.
This cost went to setting up
the equipment for the performancewith therestofthemoney
benefitting Special Olympics.
The previous contract
called for the admission price
to be tised for setting up and
advertising with therestofthe
money going to Special Olympies.
_ The bill whi<;h w~s intro-·
duced by OAF proposed that ·
"$3,500 be allocated from the
Senate Working Fund to Student Center Programming to
pay for the Club Coca-Cola
performance."
The bill' was favorably

passed by the Senate on March

8.

"We just got a better deal for
the students; we didn't think
they had to pay admission,"
Students received free
said Collazo, who is also assisadmission to Club Coc~-Cola's
tant director for the Student
Touring Dance Club Extravaganza Wednesday night.
Center.
Mike Koski, student direcThe admission price was
t or of Knight Entertainment, .
previouslysetat$5perperson.
said, " The flat rate fee was
However, members of the Stu-.
dent Senate Organizations,
better for ~tudents because it
meant they wouldn't-have tO
Appropriations and Finance ·
pay just to get in. It was also
Committee and Student Center Programming committees
good for us because we didn't
have to worry about collecting
mutually decided students
money at th~ -door and money
should not have to pay.
management."
OAF chairman Fred
Schmidt explained that inadSchmidt said, "I'm glad we
could work something out with
vertently students already
PAC so students could get in
paid for the event.
"Students are required to
free."
Because the Senate sponpay the Activity and SerVice
sored the event, many stuFee in their tuition. This
dents who were not planning
money goes to Student Govto attend the event went.
-ernment which allocates
"I wasn't going to pay $5 a
money to PAC which is in
. ~harge of having entertainpiece for my date and me without knowing what was going
rnent activities for students,"
said Schmidt.
on, but since it was free, we
went and had a really great
A bill was introduced by the
photo courtesy or Libertarian Party
OAF commitM.. ,en March 7,
time,". said Marcus Campbell, Libertarian candidate Andre Marrousaid t"le will-do away with
stating several poi~ts and proan education major.
income taxes altogether if elected to the highetst office.
posing a solution.
"I just wanted to see what
was going on and I ended up
First, the bill provided that
"students should not be taxed
staying the whole night when I .
wasn't even planning to go at
twice for programming
all," said Kathleen O'Niell, a
events."
freshman music major. ·
Also included in the bi11 was
"An end to government
by Barbara Grimm
meddling, interfering, and
CENTRAL FLORIDA fUTURE
getting involved in the affairs
of other countries ... would
Flaunting a shiny. "Screw save · $200 billion a year in
SG hires busine?s manager to oversee million-dollar budg-e t
the IRS" pin, Libertarian vice- taxes and save the lives of
needed a business manager on a full-time basis presidential candidate Andre countless men and women in
by Doris Pfister
to oversee all of the projects we have going on. Marrou described Monday his uniform," he said. ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
SG has been increasing its services to the stu- party's intention to completely
Marrou, along with his
dents and it was detracting from the eliminate the income tax and presidential running mate,
A newly created position to oversee the grow- accountant's job to have to deal with all ·o fthese
reduce personal taxes by 38 Ron Paul, advocate a limited
ing services provided by Student Government's, individual projects."
government with greater in c~i
Rogers said, "As the university grows, the percent.
$1.2 million budget has been filled.
"We
feel
that
your
money
is
vidual
freedom.
Mel Rogers was }\ired as the SG business budget grows, and therefore, the responsibly
"The
only way to increase
0\\111,
and
the
amount
the
your
manager two weeks ago and has the responsi- grows. SG needed someone who can look after
bility of monitorin·g an Activity and Service Fee the daily operations and be there to advise SG government takes should be individual liberty is to de·
budget.
elected 9fficials on day-to-day operations."
minimized, not maximized," crease governmental power,"
Rogers explained that his main goal was to said the former state represen- he said.
According to' the position description, this
position involves the management of a medium "continue to contribute to the growth and devel- tative from Alaska.
The Libertarian Party adsized, revenue generating operation within the opment of the university and work with StuIf elected, Marrou plans to vocates abortion up to twelve
dent Government to enhance operations as the cut government spending by weeks and business free of
Student Government Association of UCF.
_
.
Rogers will also be supervising the purchas- university grows.;'
one-third, withdraw troops government regulation.
Another gpal for Rogers is to keep SG
ing, accounting, budgetary control, auxiliary
from
-abroad,wipe out Social
"We believe your body is
services, and related administrative functions operations functioning at all times, working
Security,
reduce
then
umber
of
your
own . .. young women can't
with every SG executive, staff, organization,
for all A&SF reiated accounts.
bureaucrats,
abolish
·tlie
it when we tell them
believe
The position was established because of the and student.
draft,and cut off government
growing needs of the university and of SG.
SEE BUSINESS PAGE 7 subsidies to foreign nations.
SEE CANDIDATE PAGE 4
According to SG President Roy Reid, "We
I'

Libertarian stumps .for
limited government

Big budget gets too big for SG
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WHEN: March 7-17
WHERE: Student Government S.C 155 D
EXPENSE LIMIT: $7 49 .25 per ticket
TICKET MEETINGS: 4:00 P.M.
MARCH 2, Senate Workroom .
MARCH 9, S.O.L . .
MARCH 23, SC 214
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The proposed amendment will allow for
two (2) alternate Justices on the Judicial
Council. Since the Judicial Council
consists of seven (7) regular members,
four must be present to conduct business. In the event of schedule conflicts,
the alternates will be allowed to take the
place of regular members of regular
members who are absent.

'
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The following C~ntral Florida Future
survey is being conducted to examine sexual
behavior of UCF students. Many of these
questions are extremely personal so feel free
to skip any questions that make you
uncomfortable. All infonnation is completely
confidential and the results of this survey will
appear in The Future in approximately two to
three weeks .
Thank you for your honesty.
1. How would you classify yourself?
a.heterosexual b.bisexual c.homosexual
2. Have you ever had sex?
a. yes
b. no
3. If you have never had sex, why not?
a.religious reasons b.moral/personal reasons
c.haven't found right person
d.fear pregnancy, diseases,etc.
4. If you are sexually active, why did you first become so?
a.marriage b.found the right person
c.peer pressure d. worried about losing him/her
e.fear you'd die a virgin
5. Do you regret losing your virginity when you did?
a.yes
b.no
6. Have you ever engaged in a homosexual encounter?
a.yes
b.no
7. If you have never had sex, when do you plan to?
a.when married b.when engaged c.when ready
d.when you find the right person e.ne.ver
.
8. ·If single, how important is it that you marry a virgin or
remain a virgin until married?
a. very b.slightly c.not at all
9. How many sexual partners have you had in the past year?
a. more than 1O b.5-1 O c.1-5 d.1 e.none
1O. On a scale from 1 to 5, how important do you feel sex is
in a pre-marital relationship?
(1 =not important, 5= very important)
a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4. e. 5

11. At the most, how long do you date someone before
becoming sexually involved with him/her?
a.one month b.three months
c.six months d.one year
e. more than one year
12_. If the one yo.u love said they wanted to wait until ·
marriage, what would you do?
a.dump him/her b. wait
13. How important is fidelity in a serious relationship?
a. very b.slightly c.not at all 14. How often do you use birth control?
a.always b.occasionally c.never
15. Would you prefer to have a pre-marital relationship ...
a.with sex
b.without sex
16. Do you feel it's acceptable for a person in their late
twenties to be a virgin?
a.yes b.no
17. What kind of birth control do you use?
a. the Pill b.diaphram c.condoms
d.sponges e. none
18. Who do you feel is responsible for birth control?
a.the man b.the woman c.both
19. How has the discovery of AIDS affected your
sexual behavior?
·
a.reduced it ·b.increased it · c. no effect
20. How·worried are you that you may contract AIDS?
a. very b.slightly c.not at all .
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On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses I
and visual examinations at
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20120 EYECARE CENTER

Present this coupon and Student
I.D. when your order
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. Eye Exams
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by an independent
Optometrist.
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I

Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 4117188
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"PRUDENTIAL CAREER SEMINAR"
FINANCIAL PLANNING

Bob

Picheny/CENTl~L ~LORIDA

FUTURE

MORE EATS
Saga's new sidewalk c afe open_s on campus soon.

CANDIDATE
FROM PAGE 1
that,"Marrou said.
Marrou says his party is fightingto restore
individual liberties fought for during the
American Revolutionary.
"Patrick Henry, Thomas Paine, and Thomas
Jefferson were Libertarians ... they argued for
individual liberty and self-responsibility,"
reads a Libertarian campaign brochure.
Marrou denounced the Democratic and
Republican parties, charging that they carry
out manipulative and ineffective policies. ·
"The Democrats want to contro1 your
pocketbook .. :the Republicans want to control
your behavior, since they are the most moral

peoplein the universe, theywanttotellyouhow
to live your life ... we don't do any of that,"
Marrou explained.
The Libertarian Party has been in existence
since 1972, and its policies have made it the
third largest and fastest growing political party
in the United States.
The first woman to ever receive a vote in the
Electoral College was 1972 Libertarian vice
presidential candidate Tonie Nathan, and in
1980, presidential candidate Ed Clarke won
nearly 1 million popular votes
Currently, there are over 70 Libertarians
holding local office throughout the United
States and thousands will be running for office
this year; according to Libertarian campaign
SEE CANDIDATE PAGE 5

presented by
Prudential Insurance And Financial Services
TIME: 7:00 P.M.
DATE: Tuesday, March 22nd
LOCATION: Crowne Plaza
1500 Sand --Lake Rd.
Florida Mall
Orlando, FL 32809
We are accepting applications for positions in the
Central Florida area. We offer a complete 2 year
training program and benefits package. Career
Information Seminar being held March22. Seating is
limited, for reservations contact Laura at (305) 8571371 Prudential Insurance and Financial Services or
send resume to 7800 Southland Blvd., Suite 100,
Orlando, FL 32~09.

The Prudential ~
•
An

Equal

Opportunity

Employ_er

\
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Help take the foreign
out of our languages.
'
The 2nd Annual Foreign Language Festival and Competition will give you the
opportunity to experience the l~guages, foods and cultures of the world. The UCF
. green on March 18th and 19th will be transformed into a mosaic of bands, dancers
'
games, and displays representing ove~ 60 nations.

Foreign Language·Festival March 18-19

•

•

7

If cold and rainy the festival will be held in the Student Center Auditori~ and~suirounding_buildinga.

•

News clipsr
B STUDENT PERSONNEL

•

•

•

•

The Student Personnel
Club would like to invite you to
hear a guest speaker talk
about "Women in Business."
The meeting date will be
today in Phillips Hall in room
228 at 4 p.m. Everyone is welcome.
• STUDENT ELECTIONS
The spring 1988 Student
Government election dates are
as follows:
March 7 to March 1 7 are
when petitions will be available from 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. in
SC 155D .
From March 14 until March
1 7 candidates can officially
declare their candidacy from 9
a.m. till 5 p.m. in SC 155D.
On March 18 the names of
the eligible candidates will be
posted.
April 5 is the. deadline for
write-in candidates.
On April 6 a candidates'
·forum will be held from 11 :30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on the
Green.
Elections will be held April
12 to April 13 on the Health
and Physics Green from 10
a.m. to 7 p. m. For more information call Robert Bliss at
275-2191.

• HUNGARIAN SPEAKER
Professor Marta Feher of
the Technical University of
Budapest, Hungary, will
speak on the topic of "Seventeenth Century Crossroads of
the Mathematization of the
Natural Sciences." The date
for this event is March 23 at 8
p.m. in the University Dining
Room.
The lecture is sponsored by
the Department of Humanities, Philosophy, and Religion
in cooperation with Student
Government.
• SHAKESPEARE SPEAKER
Is it possible that a play by
Shakespeare written in 1599
influenced American history
in the 19th century? Does an
actor's role ever become his
reality and if so, what are the
consequences? Was John
Wilkes Booth, Abraham
Lincoln's assassin, in an altered state of consciousness
when he committed the crime?
Come explore answers to
these and other questions
when John Andrews- educator, author, and historian discusses Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar." He will speak on
March 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Bush Auditorium at Rollins

CANDIDATE
FROM PAGE4
literature. Marrou feels the greatest problem his
party faces is getting on the ballot and dealing with

College. The event is free. For
further information call 4224050.
•STRAWBERRY SPRING
Strawberry Spring, with at
least 60 artists displaying
their works, will be held at
Mead Gardens, Winter Park
on April 9 and April 10 from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. There will be
musical entertainment from
10 a. m. till 6 p.m., booths and
rides for children and adults,
and other fun things including
a Little Miss Strawberry Contest for children to raise money
for the American Cancer Society. The general admission
will be $3 and $2 if purchased
in advance. Children under 6
will be admitted free. For more
information contact the
American Cancer Society at
843-8680.
•

drama troop, all to perform in
the amphitheater located on
the garden grounds
Central Florida young
adults are invited to attend the
event which will feature
Higher power, a Miami-based
contemporary vocal group;
Destiny, a talented ;Jhristian
drama group; and Larry
Curley, a local Christian artist
and composer. For more information call Allan Martin at
898-7521, extension 124.
• GOLF TOURNAMENT
The Margorie Knopf Memorial Golf Tournament will be
held April 2 from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. at the "Let's Putt America
Golf Course." The course is
located on State Road 434 in
Longwood. The cost for the
event will be $3 per person and
the proceeds will benefit the
American Cancer Society. For
additional information call
843-8680.

SPIRITUAL CELEBRATION
The Florida Conference
Youth Ministry Department is
sponsoring Spring Fest '88, 3 . • GROUNDBREAKING
Because of unforeseen conp.m. March 19 at Mead Gardens on South Denning Drive flicts, the tentative date for the
in Winter Park. The young ground breaking in recogniadult spiritual celebration will tion of UCF's founders, celeinclude a wide variety of Chris- brating UCF's 25th Annivertian musical artists as well as a sary, has been rescheduled
contemporary
Christian from March 25 to April 5 at 2

the bias of the media.
''The Democrats and Republicans do everything
they can to keep us off the ballot ... they don't want the
competition ... it's as unconstitutional as the ballot
access laws," he complained.
A third party must gather 55,000 signatures to

p.m.
• JOB SEMINAR
The Program and Activities
Council is sponsoring a "Resume to Payday" job search
seminar March 22 from 9 a.m.
to noon, in the Student Center
Auditorium. Tips on how to
prepare a job search strategy,
networking, and expectations
of the Orlando job market will
be discussed. For more information call Kim Cole at 2752633.
• 5000 METER RUN
The 5,000 meter Dr.
O'Leary Memorial Run will be
held April 18 at UCF. The race
will be held at Recreational
Services, next to the swimming pool, at 8 a.m. The entry
fee is $5 before April 15 and $7
the day of the race. There are
13 age groups on the men's side
that will have individual competitions and 11 age groups for
the female racers. There will
also be a division for male and
female wheelchair participants. T -shirts will be
a warded to the first 300 entrants and trophies will be
awarded to the winners in
each division. For more information, call 275-2050.

appear on the ballot of a general election, but Marrou
is confident his party will not only appear on the
ballots of all fifty states, but also claim a substantial
amount of the votes in November.
"They've predicted anything from 2 million to 12
million votes this year," he explained.

The 18th Student Senate created the Sponsored
Leadership Scholarship to be awarded annually to 10
students "who have improved stude~t life on campus."

Applications now available at
Student Affairs AM 280 or Student Center Main Desk

Deadline for Application:
March 25, 1988
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Grads are staying home-to make.bucks

Need insurance for your
home, c ar, life,.boat or RV?

percent still live in East Central Florida. This
.1r
Call us!
area 'includes the counties of Brevard, Lake,
./
~~e
·.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
l
V t~e ~& \, We have t he right cover age
Orange, Osceola, and Seminole. The data also
;
\\ \O~~l>
~
show that 1.2 percent took employment in
~ 0006. ~\e·
i for all your needs.
'\
~eO~
A survey oflast year's graduates shows that Northwestern Fl9rida, 9.0 percent in North"·"'··
most UCF grads are employed in the feild of eastern, 3.5 percent in West Central, 1.5 per. -.--~...~l:.
cent in Southwestern and 4.4 percent in Souththeir major and still' live in Central Florida.
Jean
Huber
According to an annual university survey, eastern.
9.4 percent of last year's bachelor's graduates
The average salary for those with a
Jacqueline Bailey
reported being unemployed. Just over four bachelor's degree was $20,334. Master's gradu89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
percent of the master's graduates reported the ates are making an average of $27,857.
same. The other graduates reported either
James W. Gracey, director of the Career
Allstate Insurance Company
Oviedo, FL 32765
Allst.ate Life Insurance Company
being employed, in graduate school, in the mili- Resource Center, is in charge the survey. Each
Northbrook, Illinois
(305) 366-1189
tary, or not in the job market by their choice. · year, through a mail-out, Gracey collects data
Further, 66.1 percent of graduates in the Col- on UCF's graduated students of the previous
lege of Arts & Sciences report that they are year. The survey is extended to graduates of 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -working in the field of their major; 73.8 percent master's programs as well as bachelor's. The
in Business Administration,· 88- percent in survey looks at employment statl:ls, pay rate,
Education, 86.4 percent in Engineering, and place of employment in Central Florida, and
94.6 percent in Health. These figures represent field the job is in..-This year's survey of the 1986the overall responses in each college as a whole, 87 graduates yielded a 44 percent rate of rebut Gracey has broken each down into particu- sponse out of2,713 graduates in the bachelor's
lar majors.
programs and 50 percent out of 390 graduates
Also of particular interest is the place where in the master's.
graduates take jobs. Out of all those reporting,
For more information about the survey,
AMERICA'S TOP INCOME OPPORTUNITY
only .6 percent have left the state. Further, 79 .8 contact the Career Resource Center in AD124.
Become a Stockbroker and Earn over $100,000 a Year.
No Experience Necessary.
.1'.,p.,-. .. .... AA-•••,

.

by Crick~tt Drake

Allstate®

Why Not/fry These Alternatives~ ·

($sAigOO)
~
~

MINERAL ·WATER -

. ~~~~~ - FOR INFO OR RESERVATION
1
CALL T ODAY! i(~~:/
I . ~·
CALL RALPH LOFFREDO
Mcmb« SIPC, NASO, MSIUI
U omcn 1'1 . Y./LI . M<1ro aru

.o:-

_

·

1 {SQQ) 247-6587

NOW HIRING-FOR TAMPA OFFICE.
SEMINAR DATE: Thursday, March 17 TIME: 7 pm
LOCAllON: U.C.F. Biology Building • Room 215
GUEST SPEAKER: Bruce Eaton• Author of bestseller "No
Experience Necessary; Earn $100,00 A Year As A Stockbroker."

m1nnt1wmw11111r1w111v111!1uu1)nm111tn1tn1wM11n11101111111nnt11111111rnn111rhJ111n~1nnn11111D1Jntnnnnn1no

THE PRODUCERS
Friday March 18

8:00.-P.M.
on the green
Opening Act:
The Walk
. et\
. ""G
c;O'•,

\ t\ .

•
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from the communications department; Barbara Pope, SG
secretary; and Pam Anthrop,
assistant dean of students.
Kenneth Lawson, assistant
"I'd like to put some yearly vice president of Student Afstability into Student Govern- fairs, said, "We're very pleased
ment operations. It's hard with the choice, and we feel
when the officers only stay for we've selected the best candione year; as a full-time SG date."
employee, I would like to help
Rogers has a Bachelor of
the students as long as they Science degree from the Unineed me," said Rogers .
versity of Nebraska at Lincoln
This position provides long- and a Masters of Science in
term budgetary and manage- Public Administration from
ment stability for Student UN atOmah~.
Government in which officers
He has been employed at
change annually, and is re- Ford Motor Company in labor
sponsible for planning and ef- relations and at the Chrysler
fecting changes to comply with Corporation as district marstate, university and audit keting manager.
requirements.
"I have an educational and
A search committee was set corporate background which
up to review the 50 candidates should really benefit me in
who replied to the advertise- taking on this responsibility."
ments placed locally and
Rogers said, "As business
through the State University manager I want to insure that
System. The committee was SGis run in a very professional
headed by SG vice president manner in all aspects."
J.J. Mandatq and was com- ·
"We're
a
first -class
prised of Reid; Executive Advi- operation and I want it to run
sor Denver Stutler; Jeff Butler like one," concluded Rogers.
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Includes. '"Breakaway."
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"Hungry Town."

~

"Boy Wonder"
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MUSIC, MOVIES AND MORE

~ 39 Stor:s ~:::::::~~ ::;:·~::c~:ding:
~

545 Semoran Boulevard
Winter Park

Learn Red Cross CPR

BLOOD DRIVE
to benefit

C

Central Florida Blood Bank, Inc.

March 15 & 16
from 10. A.M. to 5 P.M.
on the University of Central Florida campus
(Look for the mobile units near the student kiosk by the
administration buildings.)

•"BILOXI BLUES" Survival Kits to
anyone who tries to give blood.
• Prospective donors will be eligible f or
tickets to the Orlando premjere of

"BILOXI BLUES."

~

•Lots of freebies! Group prizes, too!

OPENS FRIDAY MARCH 25th

Listen to

lJJJ()S

for complete details!

. .

.

..

.
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Administrators would·
do well to listen to
students' protests

I

A stlldent-oriented protest over th e hiring of a new
president at the nation's only liberal arts univer sity
for the deaf brought surprisingly successful results.
At issue was Elisabeth Ann Zinser, the newly appointed president of Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C. There was nothing wrong with Zinser, as
she is a top-flight administrator, having been the vice
president for academic affairs at the University of
North Carolina at Gre~nsboro. However, she did
have one small problem.
She can hear.
She's not deaf, as were the two other finalists she
beat out for the job. She also didn't know American
Sign Language. Those facts mad~ most of the 2,200
students attending Gallaudet mad. They wanted a
deaf president, and they decided to make their considerable·presence known.
Last Monday they clos~d the school with a blockade. Last Tuesday, almost all of the students boycotted classes. The boycotts continued all week,
shutting down the school. Meanwhile, hearing-impaired students in other parts of the country became
involved by writing letters and making protests on
their owp.. Even Jesse Jacksqp. and members of
Congress joined the fray in calling for a hearingimpaired leader.
All were pushing for the ouster of the new president. Yet a strange question arose. Ifthey won, would
that·mean the students were running the university
by deciding on its president? Normally, a few student
-representatives should be on selection boards when
the process of electing a new university presidenj; is
initiated. Such was the case when the University of
South Florida was searching for its new president.
Students should be 4tvolved in the process; but they
should not dominate it.
But the situation at Gallaudet called for a different
solution. A unique school calls for a unique leader. In'
124 years of the university's existence, it has never
had ahearing-impaired president.
We had nothing against Zmser, and we felt that,
given time, she could have done a fine job as the head
of the university. However, we applaud the fact that
she took the responsible route and resigned, leaving
the door open for a hearing-impaired administrator
to take her place. However, it is up to the school's
board of trustees. As it is, a House subcommittee on
education has scheduled a hearing for Tuesday to
review the makeup of the board. The government
funds almost three-fourths of Gallaudet's total
budget, so it has a vested interest in the situation.
It would be wise if Gallaudet's board members
appointed one of the other two deaf candidates to the
, top spot. Because if they don't, then they are ignoring
their student body, and it is .the board that becomes
~ruly deaf to the students; needs in this situation.
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• WHO NEEDS CARTER?

on homosexuality and took it to be
a simple, informative piece about a
Editor:
group of UCF students who feel
Let's all thank the "Big Knight" they have a point to make. It did
in the sky, for the 1987-88 basket- not put anyone down or ask anyone
ball season is behind us~ Being an to adjust their sexual preference; it
avid hoop fan, I found myself at the was just an article in OUR UniverUCF Gym much too often this sity newspaper.
But then comes along the super
season. First of all, I've watched
and played the game of basketball self-righteous Bible fanatics
now for about 1 7 years, and by no spouting every li~e and verse of
means do I claim to be Dick Vitale. how every activity known to man is
The lack of funds and talent have going to send them straight to the
been well documented this season. land of fire and brimstone. In reO.K!! But does the lack of funds gard to his letter in the March 10
and talent explain getting blown issue of The Future, I would like to
out of the gym by a Bethune-Cook- ask Dwight 1Sutton: How would
man or a U.S. International? Since you like it if a group of homosexual
Phil Carter has been in Orlando, men and women approached you
he's done nothing but lose. For on the green asking you to attend a
three years I've watched our team gay-study class? Or offered you a
taken to school game after game. manual for gay sex? And then gave
Lack of talent and funds? NO!! you a nasty look when you said no?
Sure, we don't have the calibre of I assume you would get pretty up-·
players as Florida or FSU has yet, tight about that, wouldn't you?
but the lack of player motivation Believe me, that is how I, and
has been too obvious these past many others, feel when you shove
three grueling seasons. Let's face your Bible-babble at us. So put the
it, Phil Carter may be a nice guy, shoe on the other foot and think
but he .c annot give us a winning about how it feels.
program. The lack of hustle, the
Look Dwight, I really do respect
confused play, the undisciplined your right to believe in whatever
game plan and the poor coaching you want, but you make it sound as
decisions even has prompted my if you would destroy all the gay
girlfriend to question the UCF people in the world. Can you mean
"press," which resembles a Chi- that? I am Jewish. Would you like
nese fire drill. Why is Phil Carter to be rid of all the Jews, too? I feel
here? He came to UCF with less I°have the same right to live on this
than average credentials. In- his Earth as you do, in whatever way I
previous jobs as a coach, did he choose. Please don't tell me I'm .
ever prove he was able to perform wrong.
on the Division I level? NO WAY! ·.
What we really need in this
Let's face it, ·the only ,r eason why world is not hatred and division,
the "UCF BRASS" hired him is, but compassion and community
pure and simple, economics. We're spirit. We must realize that people
establishing a winning tradition are different, but we are all chilat UCF, let's not let Carter spoil dren of the same God. Life would
our pride.
be a whole lot nicer if we wouldjust
By the way, to the UCF tennis understand and accept those difteam: Please do us all a favor, stop ferences instead of forever trying
cryi:r:ig and play tennis.
to change them.
Mark Fedler
College of Education

Paul Stephenson
Jan Hemp \
Jim Donato • BELLE ARTICLE WAS OK
Mike McColllster
Kelly Darcangelo
ditor:

Opinions expressed in TM Cclllral FlcridaFwtvrc aie those of the editor or writer and not
necessarily those of the Boord of Publications, University Administration, or Board of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature,
major and phone number. Letters ore subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. Tltc CcNmlFlorida Fllhln Is a free , non-profrt. twice
weekly newspaper p ublished during the academic year.

It just amazes ·me how some
p'eople can take the simplest issrl.es and turn it into the gospel
hour. I read Logan Be-lle's arti~le

David Koster
Science Education

• BOP AN INTERFERENCE
Editor:
Had I read the letter froin a former Future editor in chief about
what this newspaper is supposed

to be, and how its editor in chief is
to be selected, I certainly would
not have acted as a participant/observer in the process for the selection for the position in 1988-.89.
Is this newspaper really "a
trustee with an incredible amount
of responsibility" for the community, one that is said to be wellrepresented on the Board of Publications? All I and other candidates, for less than 10 minutes
each, saw of the Board was nine
white men, primarily young. Except for the chair, they were too
busy to introduce themselves. ·
I learned from the other candidates while we waited in the corridor that stumping for the staff
member support the previous
night was a waste of time: They
wouldn't even know who they
picked, though they might learn
later that their choice finished
third or last. Member support in
the past had not secured the posi_tion for editor in chief. It probably
would not again. The key meeting
was with the Board-. I rethought
my position.
.
I needn't have bothered. I came
out less insulted than the other
three candidates, two of whom
had been subjected to personal
criticism. The third got the position. I began to recognize the proceeding at last. This was the kind
of procedure I went th-r ough when
I went from being a pledge to
being ari active member of a fraternity. But that was nearly 35
years ago~ .when I fled that frat to
write sports for a real newspaper
at a real university.
· At that other state school, public suppm.,-t did not mean that some people, unknown to staffers who
work at the newspaper regularly,
could be in "a vital role" to keep
staffin line but, of course "without
an active role in the editorial content" except in selection of the editor in chief. Future columriist
Chris Richcreek had the guts to
criticize this kind of nonsense
about doublespeak role-playing.
He gets my vQte as editor in chief
next year.
By the way - how do I get on
the Board to .c ast my ballot?
Gabe Kaimowitz
Com:munications
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CAMPUS LITE

''VOU n\l~K ru HEAL IN TIME FOR
THE NOVEMBER MATCH?''

by Scott
These problems are numerous:
ROUNDED
SHOULDERS

It may seem to be a
functional way to cany books
from class to class, but recent
studies show that the use ol
book bags may lead to serious
medical problems.
Doctors aren't. sure how the book bag
kills. One theory states that the books
in the bag may get so heavy as to weigh
down the student_. Unaole to reach food
or water, the poor sap dies.

.

~

P~~LIMs

"""

PENCIL NECK ·

N.H

OUTTIE

~
ARCHED
BACK

~

'OWA
MIN~.

$.])'
:~.And in some

M/.\r"' E;
cases DEATH

\N'IO·
ALA.

'Dr. Procter is currently directing
research to find a cure.

Al.,.__,,_...._,

f
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Will perform in

March 16th at 5:30 P.M.
and during

inSCA
7-10 P.M.

After all the national notoriety our national drug problems received
a year ago, the media are surprisingly silent today. Was it a lot of
hype? . We plan to find out.

David Crosby

Danny Goldberg

Crosby, Stills & Nash

Founder of "Rock
Against Dru~'_'

Holly Robinson

The Student Cafeteria and
WILD PIZ·ZA

Greek S1tng

DRUGS: WHERE ARE WE?

e

21Jump Street

t.

Hosted by

Martha Quinn

Special Segment On Alcohol Abuse
• Campus alcohol use and its effects.
• Problems among children of alco11:olics.

March 16 '
Date:
Time:
1 - 4:30 P.M.
Location: WILD PIZZA

•
Presents Beverly Paulk Certified financial
planner. March 16th at 3:00 p.m. in Health
and Physics 305.
Kappa Delta
Congrats KD's for a great report from
~ationalsl Kappa Delta welcomes yet
another National visitor this week. Well
Greek Week Is finally here and tcxiay Is the
dance marathon so KD ladies get out
there ard boogie! We know ya wanna!
Everybody be at the games and show
yourspirlt! Wasn'tshamrockgreat?! Good
job Julie we love ya babe!!
Delta Tau Delta
Regional Conference In Ms. was great
success. Blood drive today and tomorrow.
Dance marathon today 12 to 12 at Wild
Pizza. Get psyched for games. Can'twait
till Spring Break.
Pl Kappa Alpha
All Pikes meet at the house on Wed. at 6:00
in uniform with Red Tie for Greek sing. Get
cans In Pikes, get set to win Greek Week.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Great weekend with the softball tournamentTekesl Let's get It back guys! This is it
fellow Tekes Its time to bring the trophy
home! Keep it up only a week left Sp. Br.

82 Chevy Citation, 4-dr. auto, a/c. ps/pb.
mech. sound, garage-kept, $2000, Call
657-4384 after 6 p.m.
5 bdrm house to share with other college
students. 5 mi from campus washer/dryer,
pool, all utilities Included. 275 covers all.
Contact Mrs. Fryer at 647-2525 or 3395104.

Live like a grad! Room for rent
3bdrm, 2bath pool on Lk ga. (skiing) 1acre
wooded lot 1 1/2 miles to UCF M/F $300 +
1/3 utll call Mark 671-4874.

Available, beautiful 1 bd-1 bth & 2bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for Information.

TAU EPSILON PHI - One of the fastest
growing national fraternity ls looking to
colonize at UCF. Freshmen and sophomores preferred. For more info call ADAM
249-2543.

Minutes to UCF! ... but adjacent to park.
golf course, swimming, etc. Gorgeous 2br
townhouse in Tuskawilla. All appliances.
Avallable 3/24. $500 month, + security.
Call 644-1234 or 657-0365 eves.

Spacious 2bd/2bth with all appliances,
Including washer/dryer. Close to UCF 425/
month + security call 658-6386.

Delta Delta Delta
Greek Week ls underway and Tri-delta Is
going strong!! Keep up the practice for
Greek sing tomorrow night! Thanks to all
•.iho duded-up for ranchdance-it was a
b last! To all Delta-men we hope to see you
Sunday evening for the Delt-men dinner!
Have any of you discovered your secret
Delta Buddy? Good luck!
Delta Gamma
Delta Gamma wishes everyone lots of
luck GOING FOR THE GOLDI! Thanks to Kl:
for a great time on Sat.!! Happy B-day to
Debbie! Hey-I think I see bulldozers!! Dee
Gees are # 1!!! I!

lndlan Students Association
Get together or.id annual election at Lake
Claire. Sat 11:00 a.m. Mar 26. Contact
Sushi! at x-3374/282-8450.

Students needed to work on Orbndo International Airport Survey. Part time employment, 15-30 hours per week (including weekends) form March 24 thru April 6.
Duties Include lnteNiewlng departing
passengers and vehicle counts at various
locations qrourd airport. A neat appearance Is required. Foreign language fluency a plus. Salary: $4.50 - $5.00 per hour.
For more Information call Dr. Harold Klee
(office: 275-2270, home: 678-0767) or
come to Room 251 In CEBA
$10-$660 weekly/up malling circulars!
Rush self-addressed stamped envelope:
Dept AN-7CC-HN, 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470,
Beverly Hill, CA 90212
Need student with car to post posters on
campus bulletin boards. $4.50 to $6.00/hr
+ BONUS. 4 to 6 hrs/week. (404) 873-9042
(day) (404) 982-0938 (eve)
Students $7 /hr. Demonstrate reading programs and educational materials. Call
898-¢301.

BOXERS!! Made to Order
We will personalize. Use as gifts for any
occasion. sports, greek, & holidays.
$8.00forone or $14.00fortwo. Call Hlede
at x487 l or come by at 255 Volusia Hall
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-805-¢87-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo llst.
Minolta X-570 camera. Autowinder. 5 lens
package from 24-200. All for $425.00 Call
277-8835. Leave message.
Is ltTrue You Can Buy Jeeps for S44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call l-312-742-1142 Ext. 689.

CHILD CARE/NANNIES NEEDED
Join our ·NANNY NETWORK. of over 700
placed by us In the Northeast. One year
working With kids In exchange for salaries
up to $300 per week, room and board, air
fare and benefits. We offer the BEST
CHOICES In families and locations. Contact lee Nasehl, a HELPING HANDS. INC.
Recruitment Counselor at 767-0092 (evenings) and application. Featured on NBC
TODAY SHOW and In OCT/87 WORKING
MOTHER magazine as nationally recognized leader in Nanny placement. Est.
1984.

Herda CMc 79. 2 doors, Low mileage,
must sell Sl.100, call Valerie 275-4411.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick professional seNice free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD.
Over 18300 satisfied students and ' ·4
grouches
671-3007

All types of student documents. Same day
seNice avaibble. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 657-0079
Professional Word Processing

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4
RESUMES/TYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesetting, many
types of documents,. Fast turnaround.
Kinko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer, S10. Call 658-1163.
Top-Quality word processing: experienced. editing, reliable. 366-0538.
TYPING. Fast, special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.

PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses, manuscripts, papers. etc. Experience in math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Trall.Call 658-2067.
Professional, prompt typing. Disk storage .
Best prices around. Ask about resume
special - Marla 273-6495.
Term Papers, Plus!
Fast accurate typing: term papers, letters.
labels, etc. at good rates! Discounts available. Call any day until 9 p.m. Two miles
from UCF. 657-3502.
.Typing-Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
Professional Typing 695-¢ 146 Sl /pg.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential seNices and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to .health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

Interested in making $2000 to $10,000
.extra a month If so call Chris at 305-3839196 Collect between 5-8p.m. Wednesday March 16 for an appt. serious inquires
only.
The Jewish Student Center Invites you to a
Passover Seder. April 1-2, atthe Altamonte
Holiday Inn. Students are admitted free to
a catered meal. ·

TERM PAPERS - Typed. spell checked,
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.

Wedding Gown, size 5. white. all lace,
petticoat. $350, 365-3333.

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED FOR SALE
Bookcase headboard, 6 drav.ler pedestal
and padded rails. $150 call 695-6463.

ABORTION INFORMATION
Free pregnancy tests, individual advisement and counseling, limited financial
aid, confidentiality Is assured.
CENTER FOR PREGNANCY
648-2701
1116 Lucerne Terrace (near ORMC)

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699- 1636.

HONDA VT500-ASCOT '84 always garaged, only 2700 mi. Black, 6speed, shaft
drive, V-twln engine, helmet included
SlJOO: Call D:281-5765; N:671-2568.
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all RTV, film, journalism, and
communication majors! Gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society. Meetings on Tuesday 5:00 Learning
Resources Lecture Room.

77 Toyota Celica, 5spd am/fm l 42K miles,
dependable $950. Call Doug at 249-0335
after 5 leave message.

Dental Assistant flexible hours. Some experience preferred. Goldenrod Office
677-8888.

TAU EPSILON PHI - We're looking for a few
good men. Over 75 years of tradition can
be yours. Join the most successful fraternity In America. Adam 249-2543.

Scholarships/Grants for college are available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-l 221 ext0627.

CAN'T MISS!! ACT NOW!!
Get your new 88 car with no down payment or credit needed at 8%. plus Visa® or
MasterCard®. Need only be 18 and
employed. For details call U.S. Credit Rep.
at 366-1989.

Roommate to share 3br/2bon Red Bug Rd
washer/dryer/mlcrowave/vcr200+ l /2 util
100 dep/no lease nonsmoker pref call
?67-5118 leave message.

Tuscawilla: 2 bedroom townhouse. Lots fo
extras. lOmln. from campus. S425permo.
Call 695-6289.

by the reflection pond Thurs. l :00; Dl!E we
bad!

0845.
Toyota Supra '80 loaded excellent cond.
$2700.00 obo call 699-0038.

TAU EPSILON PHI - Did you go through
fraternity rush and fourd none of the fraternities were foryou? Do you feel like you
don' tknow anyone on campus? Well now
is your chance to become a founding
father in your own chapter. You'll make
your own rules. something no other fraternity can offer. Call Adam 249-2543 for
details.

Sigma Phi Epsllon
So, did everyone enjoy their visit with their
parents. Get psyched, its Greek Week.
Make sure to wear you Jerseys for pictures

1980 Pontiac Phoenix,
Runs good, ps, pb, air, stereo. cass., good
tires, well maintained Sl l 00, call 305-295-

Reasonable and fast typing seNice call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.

FREE TUTORING
Need help with MATH, ENGLISH, CLAST?
Call Student Academic Resource Center
281-5130 or stop by PCl-102.
· . Hours: 9-5 M,W,F 9-8 T,R

Lady seeks gentleman 25 or older with
good sense of humor and ability to appreciate beauty/intelligence in one package. Interest In travel, scuba, movies and
classy restaurants helpful. Send letter and
photo
LHOOA
Caring Male Dr, 29. seeks classy loving
female for marriage! Are you seeking a
funny Intelligent down to earth guy who
loves. kids, dogs. music, baseball, cookin~
& romance? I'm him!
LHOOB
SWF who is romantic, attractive, honest
and has a good sense of humor is looking
for a guy with same qualities. Must enjoy
dancing. movies and Chinese food.
LHOOD

ASSURANCE OF PRIVACY FOR LONELY• ADS
The Central Florida Future will not publish names, phone numbers, and
addresses in Lonely• ads. nor will we give it out to anyone requesting the same.
We will assign a Lonely• code number to your ad and forward your replies. You
decide whether to let the correspondents know who you are.

How TO RESPOND ro A LoNELY •

•

SWM, 26, wants to meet nice SNF, 18-26,
for friendship/relationship. If you are
seeking a warm caring man and enjoy the
beach, real estate and quiet evenings,
reply today
LHOOC

•
Dear People
Buckle your seat belts
The siege has begun

F/F
To Mr. Blanford-I still think you're special;
My # 1 defensive-back-33.
Everyone,
You are Invited to First Baptist Church
Oviedo adult singles dept. Sunday school
Is at 9:00 In the little house next to the
church. Worship services l 0:20 a.m. + 6:30
p.m. Lots of fun, fellowship. +friends. New
preacher!!
A Friend
Iggy.
Thank you for your cooperation
RoboCop

N.Y. BOUND AERho'ers,
live It up in the Big Apple! I wish I were
going, but my time will come in Vegas. Tell
Dave I said Hi!
The Van Man
This lonely heart has LPJR on her mind-you
know who you are.I'm (a little bit) shy, but
would really like to know you better.
Hey Sleepy-I miss you terribly you really
changed my life I hope you're truly
happy. It hurt too much to say good bye.
You highlighted my life when we were
together To my favorite baseboll player
·scotty Be Good:
Happy birthday love always Risa
You unhappy roomies,
Things always look darkest before It gets
pitch black.
That Guy
Judy,
Thank you for an awesome night Thursday
night.
Poogers

Nifty New Lonely •'s Section
How TO PLACE A LONELY• AD
Just stop by 7he Central Rorida Future business office and fill out a classifled form
and pay the standard classified rate. On this form. you need to describe yourself
and what type of person you would like to meet. Your name, address. and
phone number will not be printed In the paper but a Lonely• number will. This
number will be the only link between you and the ad.

..

•

•

AD

..
•
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Intramural event
coming to·Daytona
for Spring Break
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Hey, UCF intramural athletes, you can get a team together and compete in the National Sports Festival held at
Daytona Beach over spring
break.
Offering competition in 20
sports, the National College
Sports Festival is predicting
close to 15,000 college students from 750 scheols who
will participate in '88.
For information, call Gerry
Nolan at 1-904-2~3-9525. A
team that wins may earn a free
trip back to Daytona for the
finals to be televised on ESPN
in the fall.
Last year, the Festival
brought back more than 400
students, all expenses paid, to

Daytona Beach. This event,
which drew national publicity,
was covered by ESPN on
Thanksgiving Day.
The festival is designed for
the intramural college student, offering him or her the
Walter Mitty fantasy of wearing the school's colors and
playing against the school's
arch rival. Any non-varsity,
non-scholarship, full-time student is eligible to play.
The festival is in many ways
similar to the Olympics, relying heavily upon corporate
dollars to stage a successful
event.
"The sports festival is providing a great service to our
collegiate tourists, therefore
providing them the opportunity to travel home with a
positive experience and lasting memories," Florida Gov.
Bob Martinez said.

~

Don Wittekind/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUfURE

CAMPUS CHAMPS
The intramural basketball seasonwrapped up last week with
the championship games for each division. In the women's
league, pictured here, the Oh My's beat the Hoopsters; in
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , men's B league Bodine defeated the T-storms. In the A
league Pd.-N-Full defeated the G-spots.
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AMONTH
COME CELEBRATE 1988 AND THE
OPENING OF OUR 2 NEWEST ewes
ONLY T.H.E. POWERCISE HAS:

• POWERCISE-The World's First
Talking Exercise Equipment
. • Multi-Level Aerobics Classes
• Racquetball

• Lite Cycles
. hts
• Free we1g
• Steam, Whirlpool, Sauna
• Planned Individualized Programs

.,
~c;cm·

~d

Phon~

VISA

.

Orders Accepted

'

*$59 Membership Fee/18 Month Membership
Some Restrictions Apply/First Time Visitors Only.

.Bur~er Kin~ ILife Of Vir~inia BA~EBALL CLA~~IC
ODAY
Knights Vs Bradley
7:00 P.M~
•

Wednesday, March 16th
Knights Vs
Eastern Kentucky
7:00 P.M. -

•
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est. While in high school, Howe tried his h and
at h ock ey, and was an all-st ate selection his
FROM PAGE20
senior year.
"One of my best friends owned a hockey rink
h er e, coach Bergman was great, and I really and I'd go there to goof around," he said, modestly. "The sport is pretty big up there, but our
liked it."
Once here, Howe suffered a shoulder injury state was terrible. You could be great there, and
that limited his playing time at the start of the really be nothing."
·year. He finally saw action in the third game of.
Having the major league influence of his
the season ag~11st Rollins and singled in his uncle, though, ultimately kept Howe focused on
first at-bat. He's been healthy ever since.
baseball. Through the years, he's met a bundle
"I had some tendonitis in my shoulder, but it of major leaguers ("Pitching batting practice to
feels fine now,"he said. "I'd like to break into the the Texas Rangers is pretty much my claim to
lineup regularly and start to play some infield." fame") and the experience is paying off.
UCF coach Jay Bergman is impressed with
"He's a good team player, not a selfish perHowe's showing so far, and is expecting him to son," said Bergman. "It looks like he and his
broaden his capabilities as the season pro- uncle are the same type of players."
gresses.
Howe is hoping a successful end to his college
"I think he's our legitimate designated hitter,
career
will land him the chance at professional
we need his little pop of the bat," he said. "But
but
if not he's prepared anyway.
ball,
I hope he can play some third base because
to end up in the majors someday, but
"I'd
like
that's one of the spots where we need a little
if not that's OK," he said. "I just want to have
consistency."
Baseball, h owever, is n ot Howe's only inter- some fun in the meantime."

HOWE

•

CINEMA

lDi

12255 UNIVERSITY
ACROSS FROM
277-1454

VICE VERSA - PG
at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10: 15

•

C0 P -R
at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05
HOPE & GLORY - PG-13
at 2: 15-4: 15-6: 15-8: 15-10: 15

GOOD MORNING
VIETNAM- R
at 2:00-4:30-7: 15-9:45
3 MEN & 'A BABY- PG
at 2: 10-3: 10-6: 10-8: 10-10: 10
SHOOT TO KILL-R
at 2:20-4:45-7:30-10:00

•

"

THE WRITE STUFF

OPEN EARLY
OPEN LATE
Kinko's business day starts early and ends
late, so we're here when you need us most!

KIDS NEED
THE
BOYS CLUB.

WE NEED

creat copies. creat people.·

YOUR HELP.

f

12223 University Blvd.
127 W. Fairbanks
(corner University & Alafaya Trall)
At Park Ave.

658-9518

•

628-5255
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The Central Florida Future
...Needs writers who have that indefinable something that ma/lea e Sports writer. If you've
heard the cell of the press, end would like to cover the UCF Sports beet, stop by the Editorial
offices (i.e. the whit.e trailer ne:.r:t ro the Heal th Genier) of The Cent.rel Florida Future end eek for
Scott Wallin end en application.

PRESIDENT'S
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
PURPOSE:

The Council serves U.C.F. as official
student ambassadors·, both ori and
off campus.

ELIGIBILITY:

Candidates should be degreeseeking students of Junior standing
or higher, with an overall minimum
G.P.A. of 3.0.
Candidates must have demonstrated leadership ability in Uniyersity and community organizations.

Applications are aVailable in Admin. 282 and
are due for return Friday, March 18.

14, The Central Florio a

Future,

"Last time, they accused us
of changing our lineup, and
they changed their lineup this
FROM PAGE 16
time," DeFranco said. "If they
are going to ask for consistency
able win for us so far because it in lineup, then they should
was a close win and because of demonstrate some too."
The Knights also lost-a dual
the proximity of the schools,"'
meet against St. Ambr_ose, 6-3.
beFranco said.
"Alberico [Menozzi] did not
In the meet, FIT, which had
accused UCF of putting a play a good match and any
stronger player at No. 6 in the other day he would beat that
previous meet, switched its guy [Ronald Martin]," DeNos. 1 and 2 doubles teams.
Franco said. "A couple of other
Facing a different double$ guys on .the team didn't play
team than they had defeated that well either."
earlier, UCF's No. 2 team of
UCF will be at home against
J o~e Perez and Sean Imhoff Missouri at 2 p.m. today and
defeated Stefan Beskon and against Samford at 4 p.m.
Michael Thomas.
tomorrow.

TENNIS

\ .Juniors,SeniOrs &·Grads•••

GIVE·YOURSELF
SOME R DIT!

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...

• Bring a photocopy of

your School l.D.
•No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!

..

Date: March 14--19
Time: 8:30-6:30 p.m.
Place: In front of the Bookstore

CITIBAN<O·
Dtibanla (South OakOllJ) N A Morr JOI FDIC

® Citicorp, 1986

('\jr-1.i)-<Jf'.

-q- N

-THE20THSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
17th Session
March 8, 1988

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
20-48 Funding for American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics: This bill allocates
$458.16 for a competition (Wendrzyk. assigned to OAF)
RESOLUTIONS
20- 77 Regarding Cheating on Campus: This Resolution recommends a uniform reporting requirement (SPR.remains in SPR)
20-19 Regarding Daytime Football Games (Harris)
20-20 Regarding Serving students (Harris. remains in SPR)

CONFIRMATIONS
CONFIRMATIONS:
Jamie Cox
Engineering #2 '29-Y. 1-N
Kelly Wiggins
Education #3 29-Y. 1-Pr
APPOINTMENTS:
Roger Noel Election Commission
Teresa Plossl Election Commission
Dave Lawton Business # r

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
~ITT

.

20-42 Revising statutes Titte VI: This bill changes the process concerning campaign

procedures (ESR. passed 29-Y-. 3-N)
20-45 Fun9ing for UCF Robotics Club II: This bill allo~ates $673.14 for more materials to
build a new robot (Partlow. 23-Y, 7-N)
.
20-46 Funding for Club Coca Cola: This bill paid $3500 for free admission for students to
attend Club Coca Cola (OAF. passed 22-Y. 1-N)
20-47 Funding for Society of Automotive Engineers: This bill allocates $375 for a Mini-Baja
competition (White. passed 17-Y. 5-N)
RESOLUTIONS
20-21 Regarding the Observance of Martin Luther King's Birthday: This Resolution
supports the observance of MLK Day (Joseph. passed 18-Y. 11-N. 1-AB)

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to att<?nd all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuessdays @4:00 in the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

• • Legislation in Committee is Introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&OFUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 in Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention it may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover registration fees.
Eith~r way. stop by the student Government Offices. SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or Travel Funds, Request Form.

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact JJ Mandato or
Dosh Wendrzyk at x2191 or in SC
151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O
UR
SPR
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any legislation
requesting funding.
Mondays@ 5:00 pm. in the Senate Work Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Mondays @ 5:00 p.m. in the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislatoin to change the Constitution. statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
·Thursdays@ 5:00 p.m.in the Student Work Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which de9ls with student Government
Services. as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Thursdays@ 4:30 p.m. in the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election statutes.
Thursdays @ 3:30 a.m. In the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of interest)

V-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

"'3' "'3' "'3'

06666

t;NNNNN

ARTS & SCIENCES ,...... co 0:: co co co
John Porter
P Y Y Y ,y Y
Kim DeVogel
P Y Y N Y N
Jim-Worrall
P Y N ·Y Y Y
Bob Truett
P Y Y Y Y Y
Dave Martinson P Y Y Y Y Y
P Y Y Y Y Y
Diana Matty
Thomas Joseph
P N Y Y
Scott Jenkins
P Y Y N N N
Scott Bowen
P Y N Y Y Y
Luis Rodriguez
P Y Y Y Y Y
Suzanne Loflin
P Y Y Y - -BUSINESS
OPEN SEAT
p y y y
Mark Harris
Steve Bogolea
P Y AB Y Y Y
Matt Kalicak
A
p y N y y y
Kim Mentink
p y y y
John Hughes
Chris Toutikian
P Y N N Y N
p 'Y Ted Price
p y Sean Greene
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
P Y N N Y N
Kristen Luglnbuhl P Y Y Y Y Y
OPEN SEAT
p Diane Kearney
p y y Ny y
Scott Rausch

ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
A
OPEN SEAT
p
Peter Partlow
p
Keny Cicora
p
Keith White
Jim Robinson
P
Jon Pohlers
P
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro P
Sylvia Kelley
P
LIBERAL STUDIES
J~nnifer O'Katy
A
Brad Griffith
P
AT-LARGE
Dash Wendrzyk
P
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
Bob Shafer
L
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard P
A-Absent

y y y y y

y Ny y y
y Ny y y
N Y N Y N

NNYYY

I

Y Y Y
Y Y Y - Y N N Y Y
Y N Y Y -

Y N Y Y Y
Y Y Y - -

P-Present

L-Late

E-Excused

•

..
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CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS
A meeting will be held for
students interested in trying
out for the UCF varsity cheerleading squad on Friday at 5
p.m. in the gymnasium. A
training clinic is planned in
the gym from April 4-8 from 46 p.m. For more information
contact Linda Gooch at 2752256.
•

O'LEARY MEMORIAL RUN
The fourth annual Dr.
O'Leary memorial run will
take place April 16, 8 a.m. on
campus near the recreational
services building. T;he 3.1-m:ile .
run is in honor of O'Leary who
was UCF's first athletic director. The run, which is being
sponsored by the physical
education department, will
cost $5 before April 15. Fees on
the day of the race will be $7.
Male and female age groups
begin at 10-years old and there
· is a wheelchair division. Prizes
will be awarded to the overall
top male an9 female and to the

top two finishers in each age
division. For more information
call 275-2050.
• MS BICYCLE TOUR
The second annual Best
Dam Bike Tour in Florida will
be held by the National Multiple Sclerosis Soc:iety Central
Florida Chapter on April 2324.
The tour is a two-day biking
adventure that will take participants from the east and
west coasts of Florida and
bring them together for a fantastic overnight get-together
at Mill Dam Lake in the Ocala
National Forest.
The Best Dam Bike Tour is
a fully catered 150-mile tour
designed for riders of all abilities. Money raised by pledges
the cyclists obtain will support
research into the mysterious
cause of MS. Registration fee
for the tour is $15. A co~plete
brochure is available at participating Olive Garden Restaurants. For more information contact the MS society at

896-3873.
• VOLLEYBALL SERIES
The Foot Locker CoEd Classic, a first-time collegiate volleyball event is being held
March 25-27 in Palm Springs,
Calif. Teams from 32 schools
.consisti~g of six players each
(three men and three women)
will compete for more than
$11,000 in cash and prizes:
Over the past few years
Palm Springs has ~eveloped a
reputation as the "in" spot for
collegiate vacationers. The
Foot Locker CoEd Classic will
supply a welcome source of
entertainment to thousands of
students from surrounding
states flocking to the resort
areafor a week offun and sun.
The event is .being held at .

the Oasis Water Resort in
Palm Springs. The Oasis has a
large outdoor terraced volleyball stadium which holds more
than 4,000 people.
ESPN will provide event
coverage on a tape-delayed
basis. Matches will be held
daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Interested teams should
contact the event organizers at
(213) 461-6020.
•

MORE VOLLEYBALL
The National Sorority Volleyball Series, a national sixperson beach volleyball tournament comes to Florida for
the first time time April 2-3.
Sororities from Florida, Georgia and Alabama area colleges
and universities are invited to
compete in this traditional
Greek festivity, which will be
held on the beach in Clearwater.
Better known as the ISVT
throughout the West, this 11year Spring event which ann ually draws more than 30,000

.

15

fans is part of a four-city national tournament involving
more than one million stu.dents from 3,000 sororities
and fraternities. It was named
the "Best Party of the Year" by
Playboy i:n-agazine in 1986.
The teams compete in the
national finals in Zuma Beach,
Calif., on April 23-24. Winners
and runner-up teams at all
sites will receive a variety of
prizes including motor scooters, T-shirts, sportswear, sunglasses, beach towels and
other beach items. MTV will
be on hand for all the excitement in Clearwater.
If you, your sorority or fraternity would like to become
involved in the most happening happening of the year,
please contact James Leitz at
(213) 452-5056 for more information and application materials or write to James Leitz at
Group Dynamics, 2601 Ocean
Park Blvd., Suite 309, Santa
Monica, California., 90405.

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16
the ball when it counted,
Bergman is not satisfied with·
the team's overall perform"We' 11
ance at the plate.
go as far as our pitching takes
us;" said Bergman.
The Knights take on Eastern Kenfocky University tomorrow night at home as part
of the Burger King/Life of Virginia Classic. Game time is 7.

·5·o!!~s!~:.~!:~d~i!e

about heading to the slopes, the beach or just home for a
- - - - - visit, Greyhound can take you there. The most you'll
ever pay is $44. 50 each way based on round-trip purchase. And shorter
trips are even less.
So take a Spring Break trip that won't break you. On Greyhound.

GO GREYHOUND

®And leave the driving to ~s~
Greyhound • 300 W Amelia St. • 843-0344

Must present a vahd college student I.D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for travel on Greyhound Lines , lnc.,
and other participating carriers. Certain restricuons apply. Offer effecuve 2/1/88-6/ 15/88 . Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. © 1988 Greyhound Lmes, Inc.

'
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Rookie GoinS, Knights put away Pitt, 3-1
by Michael Marini

.
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UCF first baseman Vince Zawaski takes a cut during weekend baseball action.

· UCF freshman pitcher
David Goins turned in a solid
performance, allowing only
four hits, as the Knights defeated the Pittsburgh Panthers
3-0 Saturday night at the UCF
Baseball Complex.
After losing 16-4 to Iowa
State earlier in the day, the
Knights needed a solid performance· from the mound.
They found it in Goins (2-0)
who was making his first collegiate start.
"I was a little nervous," said
Goins, "but I felt real good. The
defense played real well and
helped me out a lot."
UCF batters managed ,only
five hits throughout the game,
but three of them came in the
bottom ofthefifthinningwhen

the Knights exploded for all
three of its runs.
Sophomore Bill O'Toole
drove in the first run when he
tripled deep to right centerfield, scoring Scott Underwood
from first base. Catcher Carlos Morales followed with a '
sacrifice fly to drive in O'Toole.
Then, with men on second and
third, senior Paul Pedersen
laid down a bunt, driving in
Jim Crone for the Knights'
third run.
From there Goins retired
six straight Pitt batters and
allowed only two more hits,
going the distance to clinch the
· victory.
"Goins did a nice job," said
UCF Head Coach Jay
Bergman. ''We have a lot of
confidence in him."
Although the Knights hit
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 15

More arguments surround tennis
This time-, though, UCF watches as other teams hash it out
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

For a change, the UCF men's tennis team
spend a lot of time mixing words with an
athletic director, a coach, or the players and
coaches on opposing teams.
Instead, the Knights, who split matches with
their four opponents last week, ended their dual
meets by watching two coaches from other
schools mix words.
·
Saturday the Knights had scheduled a dual
meet with Wisconsin ·stout at 11 a.m., but
Miami-Dade North Community College
showed up ready to play instead.
Tom Lazzaro, the Dade-North coach, told
UCF Coach Mike DeFranco that his team came
to UCF to play an exhibition against Wisconsin
Stout, which wasn't there.
So DeFranco and Lazzaro decided to have
their teams play each other.
It was during the middle of this Dade-North
and UCF exhibition dual meet that Wisconsin
Stout arrived with Coach Bob Smith. Smith
immediately questioned the Dade-North coach,
who didn't like being questioned.
So they started swearing at each other, while
players from three teams and DeFranco stood
by and looked on.
"I was standing about 20 yards away waiting
for the situation to resolve itself," DeFranco
~idn't

said. .
"I tried to let the situation work itself out
between the two coaches. I had no severe problem with either coach. It was just an unfortunate situation which was caused by a breakdown of communication."
The Dade-North coach decided that his team
would stay on the court against UCF, and
DeFranco told Smith that his team would have
to wait for the Knights to finish before Wisconsin Stout could play the Knights in the schedriled d1.lal meet.
"Mike (DeFranco) told me in the middle of
one match that I had to play another one," said
Alberico Menozzi, UCF's No. 2 player. "We
started playing at 12 p. m. and ended at 6. It was
a pretty long day."
UCF swept the_meet against Dade-North
and then defeated Wisconsin Stout,5-1. In both
meets, the Knights skipped playing the
doubles matches.
UCF began the week by losing 8-1 to Trevecca Nazarene. "That school had five Swedish
imports, who were all good players," DeFranco
said.
The next day, the Knights traveled to Melbourne for a rematch against Florida Institute
ofTechnology, which UCF defeated, 5-4, for the
second time this season.
"That win against FIT was the most pleasurSEE TENNIS PAGE 14
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UCF's No. l singles player Pat Curry led the Knights to two
wins last week.

National pastime part of
Alan Howe's heritage
by Paul Owers
ASST. SPQRTS EDrTOR

Bob Picheny/ CENTRAL
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SPRING FLING
The UCF football team, coming off its best season in school history, has begun spring drills.
The Knights will play the second annual UCF/Alumni Spring game April 16 at 7 p.m. at the
Florida Citrus Bowl. UCF was 9-4 lost year.

The natural tendency of the
tongue tends to take a wrong
tum at the sight of Alan Howe.
Almost as if on cue or by reflex,
you want to call him Art. No,
it's not his major or natural
calling, but rather his uncle, a
former major leaguer whose
career spanned 11 years with
the St. Louis Cardinals ·and
Houston Astros.
"I guess I look like him a
little bit, " Alan said, "but he
has a lot more talent."
But the kid is catching up.
An all-conference and all-state
selection in baseball at Shaler
High in Pittsburgh, Howe has
fast made his own name in a
family game. -

A lifel o n g
University of
Florida
f a n ,
Howe's
dream
was to
play for - - - - - - - - -L#.
the GaHowe
tors this
season after spending two
years at Central Arizona Jun- •
ior College, but when that plan
went awry, along came UCF
and the chance to play.
"Florida was pretty picky ...
and that fell through," he said.
"So I read Baseball America
and it said UCF had a chance>
to crack the Top 25. I took a trip

SEE HOWE PAGE 13
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